Abstract: Extrachromosomal circular DNA (eccDNA) and ring chromosomes are genetic alterations found in humans with genetic disorders and diseases such as cancer. However, there is a lack of genetic engineering tool to recapitulate these features. Here, we report the discovery that delivery of pairs of CRISPR/Cas9 guide RNAs into human cells generate functional 25 eccDNAs and ring chromosomes. We generated a dual-fluorescence eccDNA biosensor system, which allows us to study CRISPR deletion, inversion, and circularization of genes inside cells. Analysis after CRISPR editing at intergenic and genic loci in human embryonic kidney 293T cells and human mammary fibroblasts reveal that CRISPR deleted DNA readily form eccDNA in human cells. DNA in sizes from a few hundred base pairs up to a 47.4 megabase-sized ring 30 chromosome (chr18) can be circularized. Our discoveries advance and expand CRISPR-Cas9 technology applications for genetic engineering, modeling of human diseases, and chromosome engineering.
Main Text:
The Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) and CRISPRassociated protein 9 (Cas9) is an adaptive immune system in bacteria and archaea that eliminate phages (1). Mediated by a small guide RNA (gRNA), the endonuclease Cas9 is harnessed for gene editing and has quickly become a highly attractive and powerful tool in basic and applied 5 research (2-4). The fidelity and nuclease-precision of the CRISPR-Cas9 system insures no or minimal off-target effects and facilitates fast, functional gene studies of e.g. site-directed mutations in eukaryotic cells. Moreover, CRISPR-Cas9 mediated gene knockouts can be created though a pair of gRNAs that triggers dual double-stranded DNA breaks, e.g. at early or critical exons, leading to a DNA deletion and functionality disruption of the gene encoded protein (3, 4) 10 or the inactivation of porcine endogenous retroviruses (5) .
However, it is commonly thought that excised DNA after dual restriction by CRISPR-Cas9 will degrade or dilute out through cell proliferations, yet the faith of deleted chromosomal DNA is still unknown. Any nuclear double-stranded DNA breakage will in principle be recognized by the DNA repair machinery, which could result in non-homologous end joining or homology-15 directed repair of the deleted linear DNA fragment, leading to a DNA circle. DNA deletions and DNA inversions have previously been shown to form after dual restriction by CRISPR-Cas9 (6, 7) but it remains to be resolved whether deleted DNA fragments also form extrachromosomal circular DNA (eccDNA). Genome-scale studies have recently shown that eccDNAs are common elements in human cells (8, 9) and malignant tumors often carry oncogene amplifications on 20 eccDNAs, known as double minutes (10) (11) (12) (13) . The mutational processes, leading to eccDNA, appear to occur mostly at random, although sub-sets of eccDNAs appears to form more frequently (8, 9, 14) . A direct connection between DNA deletions and eccDNA formation has only been found sporadically (8, 12, 15, 16) and for 50 years, cancer studies of double minutes/eccDNA have been prohibited by limited eccDNA detection techniques, underlying the 25 need for directed genetic tools to facilitate eccDNA analyses.
Here we describe such a tool and explore the induction of eccDNA formation and DNA deletions/insertions after dual DNA cuts by CRISPR-Cas9. To enable real-time monitoring of eccDNA biogenesis in cells, we designed and synthesized an eccDNA biosensor (ECC) with constitutive gene-expression: pCAG-ECC (Fig. S1 ) as well as a tetracycline inducible biosensor: 30 pTRE-ECC ( Fig. 1 and S2 ). The principle for each designed ECC-cassette was to mark the outcome after DNA repair of two introduced site-directed double-strand DNA breaks in cultured human cells, using CRISPR gRNAs (Cr1 + Cr2) ( Fig. 1A and Fig. S3 ). A genomic DNA deletion, of the sequence encoding enhanced green fluorescent protein (∆EGFP), would lead to functional mCherry expression after end joining with mCherry promoter (pCAG or pTRE). 35
Likewise, EGFP expression was expected to mark circularization of the deleted DNA fragment, leading to an [EGFP circle ]. Alternatively, an inversion could also lead to expression of both EGFP and mCherry but under a different expression scheme (Fig. 1A and Fig. S3 ). To experimentally test the dual-fluorescence ECC-system, we transiently transfected human embryonic kidney 293T cells (HEK293T) with pCAG-ECC and Cr1+Cr2, along with serial 40 control transfections ( Fig. S4 and S5 Endogenous eccDNA has previously been found in both tumor and normal cells (8, 10) . We next investigated whether dual CRISPR-targeting also generated eccDNA in tumor (HEK293T) and normal cells (human mammary fibroblasts, HMF). EccDNAs are commonly derived from intergenic regions and often consist of repeated sequences (8, 17) . Thus, we designed two 20 CRISPR gRNAs (Cr3+Cr4) targeting a site on chromosome 1 (chr1:159,708,525-159,709,943), which is located 2 kb downstream of the C-reactive protein encoding gene, CRP, and contains a SINE (AluYk4) element ( Fig. 2A) . We first evaluated the deletion efficiency to ~ 70 % after dual CRISPR-targeting (Cr3+Cr4) in HEK293T cells ( Fig. 2B-C) . We then confirmed CRISPR inversion events in these cells by PCR and Sanger sequencing ( (Fig. S12 ). The optimal cell lysate PCR protocol allowed us to detect 30 [dsCRP circle 1q23.2:0.57 kb ] in 10,000 cells, using outward directing oligos. Controls confirmed complete removal of linear DNA but not plasmid DNA (Fig. S12) . EccDNA purification protocols were repeated in normal human mammary fibroblast (HMF) cells, reaching comparable results and conclusions (Fig. S13) . Thus, the cell lysate method was hereafter used for all proceeding experiments ( Fig. S12 and S13 ). Taken together, we found that dual CRISPR 35 restriction, in close proximity, leads to DNA circularization of intergenic DNA in both normal and cancer cells, supporting our observations from CRISPR-pair activation of the ECC-biosensor system.
Next, we tested induction of DNA circularization by CRISPR-pairs at two different genic loci in both normal and cancer cells as endogenous eccDNAs also are reported to derive from genic 40 sequences (8, 10, 13, 18, 19 (Fig 2J-10  K) . Similarly, the majority of [TRIM28 circle exon 1-2 ] indels was less than 4 bp (79%) (Fig. S16) . Though, for [TRIM28 circle exon 1-2 ], we only observed 6.8% formed by BEJ while a majority (61%) had either one nucleotide insertion (43.3%) or deletion (13.2%) (Fig. S16) . Such an indel distribution has previously been reported after CRISPR-editing (22, 23) . In sum, the data indicates DNA repair of deleted DNA fragments from either NHEJ or microhomology-mediated 15 end joining (MMEJ).
Succeeding experiments were carried out to evaluate the stability of de novo generated eccDNA after CRISPR DNA circularization, using the transgenic pTRE-ECC and pCAG-ECC clones with only one single copy insertion ( (Fig. 3C and Fig. S17C ). When testing for presence of [EGFP circles ] by outward PCR across the junction, we still found DNA products in all passages ( Fig. 3D and Fig. S17D ] were detected in all passages, degradation of circular DNA did not appear to be a rapid/active process.
Subsequently, we asked whether dual CRISPR-editing also could generate eccDNA in sizes larger than 2 kb. We generated targeted CRISPR-pairs to chromosome 1 and tested for eccDNA 35 formation in sizes up to 207 kb. For all examined sites, we confirmed eccDNA formation after dual-cutting, while 1 cut controls did not led to eccDNA formation ( Fig. 4A-C) . Based on this data, double DNA breakage on the same chromosome seems to provide a high risk of DNA alterations in the form of DNA circularization and deletion.
We next tested for CRISPR-induced circularization of chromosome 18, Ring chr18 . Ring 40 chromosomes are chromosomal alterations found in humans, which cause various developmental defects during fetal development and are associated to cancers (24) . Currently, there is no tool for remodelling chromosome circularizations in cell culture. Ring formation has been reported for many chromosomes (24) . Particular large deletions of chromosome 18, up to 36 Mb, are found at high frequency in 1 out of 40,000 births (25 (Fig. 4D-E Fig. 4F ), whereas no Ring chr18:47.4 Mb was found in untreated cells (0/65 metaphases analyzed, Fig. S18 ). In addition, we observed that cells with the Ring chr18:47.4 Mb genotype had lower fitness, as the Ring chr18:47.4 Mb was eventually lost from cell culture when passaged multiple times. This result is not surprising as ring chromosomes are reported to be unstable (26) .
Conclusion 10
Here we report the discovery of precise CRISPR-mediated circularization of DNA in human cells. Upon simultaneous introduction of two double-stranded DNA breaks by CRISPR-pairs on the same chromosome eccDNA can form, likely mediated by the NHEJ/MMEJ DNA-repair pathways. Transient transfection of CRISPR-pairs can generate entire ring chromosomes inside cells and eccDNAs can be generated in a broad range of sizes from both genic and intergenic 15 regions. We find that DNA circularization by CRISPR is cell-line independent and we consolidate previous studies (8, 11, 16, 18, 27) , by showing that eccDNAs can be transcriptional active in cells, using a devised dual-fluorescence eccDNA biosensor tool.
Only few studies have previously looked at eccDNA stability over time (11, 19, 27) . We established, from high-throughput FACS measurements, that eccDNA expression quickly 20 becomes silenced in cells and eccDNAs are gradually lost over time. In addition, we find a propensity for eccDNAs to persist in sub-populations of cells after multiple passages, suggesting a rather slow decay of circular DNA. In yeast, ribosomal RNA genes are highly repetitive and known to frequently produce eccDNA known as [rDNA circles ] (14) or ERCs (28) . Accumulation of ERCs has been associated to cell senescence and aging of yeast (28) and potentially similar 25 accumulation of eccDNAs in human cells could perhaps moderate the number of possible cell divisions, causing aging. Moreover, specific gene-encoding eccDNA were shown to: improve growth fitness in yeast (16); persist for more than 75 days in human cell culture (27) ; transmit drug-resistance vertically to progeny of crop weed (29) .
Studies of chromosomal abnormalities in medical genetics, such as translocation, deletion, gene-30 fusion and ring chromosomes (30) can now be supplemented by applying dual CRISPRtechnology. This method is especially useful for cancer research as around half of all tumors carry eccDNA with oncogenes (10, 11, 13) . Using the dual CRISPR approach will improve our understanding of how eccDNA influence tumor biology and devised ECC-biosensor tools may be useful for genome synteny studies. It can further provide easier modeling of human genetic 35 disorders, such as abnormalities caused by ring chromosomes (24, 26) . In addition, the fact that ring chromosomes can be generated by CRISPR, provide valuable knowledge and novel concept arts to the design of synthetic chromosomes (31) and synthetic genomes (32) . 
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